MEETING ROOM CARD ACCESS SYSTEM

2018-07-25

ADDENDUM NO. 2
This Addendum supplements, amends, and clarifies the Bid Documents dated
July 13, 2018 for the HCCC Meeting Room Card Access System / Security
Upgrades project and the Addendum No. 1 posted on July 23, 2018.
Include this Addendum with your bid submittal to indicate that your bid includes
the terms of this Addendum. Failure to do so may subject the Bidder to
disqualification.
This Addendum consists of written information, summarized as follows:
1.) Only Lenel LNL‐1320 reader controllers are called‐out on the drawings. Are
there existing LNL‐2220/LNL‐3300 intelligent controllers available to
connect the LNL‐1320 reader controllers to or should we account for new
LNL‐2220/LNL‐3300 intelligent controllers at each head‐end? If existing LNL‐
2220/LNL‐3300 intelligent controllers, please state the current number of
downstream devices and their model numbers due to device count
restrictions on the intelligent controllers. Also, are LNL‐8000 multiplexers
desired?
There are existing intelligent controllers in each location with enough
capacity to connect the indicated door controllers.
2.) Drawings SEC‐201 and SEC‐203 indicate to “connect in parallel with X”.
Please explain specifically what to connect in parallel such as controlling
an additional door/s or door contacts.
The electric locks shall be connected together.
3.) Please provide the Lenel dongle number and/or the current number of
readers the system is licensed for and the current number of readers
connected to the system in order to provide the correct number of
additional reader licenses.
Per Section 280000 2.02A existing licenses may not be used.

4.) Are request‐to‐exit devices to be integrated into the new locking
hardware? If not, is there a specific model of request‐to‐exit device
desired?
No. They are not required.
5.) What enclosures are currently being used to house/power the Lenel
boards? Should additional space be left in the new enclosures to allow for
future expansion?
Unless indicated otherwise, enclosures have space for the components
listed. If a new enclosure is required, provide the manufacturers
recommended unit.
6.) Please clarify if doors MTG7A and MTG8B are to receive new card
readers as they are indicated on the door schedule but not the drawings.
Each room only needs on reader except for the ballrooms per Addendum
No 1.
7.) The scope indicates 32 existing and 16 new card‐read doors, but only 34
(or 36 if doors MTG7A and MTG8B are included) are indicated on the
drawings and door schedule. Are there additional doors that need to be
accounted for that are not included on the drawings or door schedule?

For bidding purposes please bid a total of 36 new card readers.

